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If c, represents the number of reduced Latin cubes of order n then c I : c z = c 3 = 1. c., = 64 
and c s = 40246. Moreover if A. and A~, denote the number of disjoint isomorphism and is,~topy 
classes of reduced Latin cubes of order n respectively, then A,, = A~,= 1 for n ~ 3 while Aa = 19, 
A,~ = 12, and As= 1860. 
1. Introduction 
A Latin square of order n is an n× n square consisting of n~ rows and n 
columns such that each row and each column contains each of the numbcrs 
1, 2 . . . . .  n exactly once. A Latin square is reduced if the, first row and first 
column are in the standard order 1,2 . . . . .  n. If L. denotes the number of Latin 
squares and I, the number of reduced Latin squares of order n, then clearly 
L .  = rt! (n - 1)!/~. Moreover,  if n ~<9 the value o f / ,  is known (see [1, p 144.]). 
2. General theo~ 
A Latin cube A =(a0k)o f  order n is an axnxn cube consisting of n levels, 
each containing n rows and n columns ~:uch that each of the n 3 elements a~ik is 
one of the numbers 1, 2 . . . . .  n and {a~¢.,} ranges over all the numbers t, 2 . . . . .  n 
as one index varies from 1 to n while the other two remain fixed. A Latin cube is 
re&~ced if the first level is a redm, ed Latin square and the ntambers in the upper 
left corners of the remaining levels are in the standard order 2 . . . . .  r,. If C,, 
denotes the number of Latin cubes and c, the number of reduced Latin cubcs of 
order n, then C, = n! (n--  1)! (n - 1)! c,. 
In a personal communicat ion with one of the authors, Professor E.G. Straus 
observed that c,~lZ, so that C,>~L~/n!. In [2] M. H~II showed that L ,~ > 
n! (n -  1)! (n -2 ) ! . - "  (2!) (1!) and consequently C .~ n! [(n--1)!  (n -2 ) ! . . "  (2!) 
(l!)y. 
In order to enumerate the Latin cubes of order n, it suffices to enumerate the 
reduced Latin cubes of order n. We may reduce the problem even further by 
considering the cc~ncept of isotopic Latin squares. 
Two Latin squares of order n arc said to be isotopic if one can be transformed 
into the other by rearranging rows, rearranging columns, and renaming elements 
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(see [1, p. 124]). This is clearly an equivalence relation which divides the set of 
Latin squares of order n into disjoint isotopy classes. 
If we are given a Latin square of order n then a certain number of Latin cubes 
of order n can be generated, each with the property that the first level of the cube 
is the given square. We, may now prove the important 
Theorem 1. If two reduced Latin squares of order n are isotopic then they generate 
the same number of reduced Latin cubes of order n. 
Proof. Suppose L~ and L2 are isotopic reduced Latin squares of order n and 
suppose L~ generates u reduced Latin cubes of order n, say $1 . . . . .  SL~ each of 
which has L~ as its first level. Assume that L2 generates the reduced Latin cubes 
T~ . . . . .  T~ of order n each of which has L~ ~ z its first level. We will first show that 
Consider a cube S~ whose front face is L~. Let L~, L 2 . . . . .  L~' denote the n 
levels of S~. ~0 each of the n levels perform the sequence of row interchanges, 
column interchange,, and renaming of ele~:~ents necessary to transform L~ into L 2 
to obtain the square~ M~, M 2 . . . .  , M~'. Consequently, for each i = 1 , . . . ,  n, M'~ is 
a Latin square which is iso~:opic to L~I. Moreover, L~ = L: and M~ = L 2. Rear- 
range the M's in s~,ch a way that the element in the upper left corner of the ith 
square is i for i = 1 . . . . .  n. We obtain a sequence N~, N~l . . . . .  N~'. Now form the 
cube T whose levels are N~ . . . . . .  N~', so tha~: T is reduced and NI = L2. Hence 
77 = Tk for some k = 1 . . . . .  v. 
Suppose that S~ (]¢: i) is transformed by the above sequence of operations to 
some T~. Let K~ . . . . . .  K~' be the n levels of Sj. After applying to K~ . . . . .  K]' the 
operations that transform L~ to L 2, we denote the levels by C~ = L2, C~ . . . . .  C~ 
After rearranging 1o put the levels in standard order we obtain D~-- 
L2, D~ . . . . .  D~'. Suppose T~ = "i~ so that D~ = N~ for i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Since S~ and Sj are both redu~.ed it follows that C~1 = M~ for i = 1 . . . .  , n. Since 
L2 is isotopic to L~, we apply to the M's the inverse operations that transform L2 
into t_q. For i=  1 . . . . .  n we have L~1 = K~ so tha~ Si = S r 
Thus f we apply to each S~ (i = 1 , . . . ,  u) the sequence of row interchanges, 
column intercharges and renaming of elements necessary to transform L~ into L 2. 
we oLtam u distinct T's so that u ~< v. Similarly we can show that v ~< u so that 
~ = v, completing the proof, 
Suppose there are m, isotopy classes K(n, 1) . . . .  , K(n, m,) of reduced Latin 
~'~quares of order n. The value of m, is known for n~<8 (see [1, p. 144]). Let 
IK(n. i)] denote the number of squares in the class K(n, i). 
Corollary. For each n 
m 
c. = ~ a(n, i)!K(n, i)l 
n 
i=1 
where a(n, i) is a positive integer, 
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We now apply the above results to determine the number of Latin cubes of 
order n for n ~5.  
If n~<3 then c~=l  so that C1=1, C' 2=2 and C3=24. 
3. The case n =4 
If n = 4 there are two isotopy classes of reduced Latin squares (see [1, p. 144]). 
The first class contains one square 
1 2 3 4 
2 I ,1 3 
E l= 
3 4 1 2 
4 3 2 1 
The second class contains three squares and as a representative we choose the 
square 
1 2 3 4 
2 3 4 1 
L 2 = 
3 4 1 2 
4 1 2 3 
Hence m2 = 2, [K(4, i) I = 1.. and IK(4, 2)1 =3. 
An iterative procedure was used to determine the values of a(4, 1) and a(4, 2). 
The method of constructing reduced Latin cubes of order 4 consists of starting 
with say L1 as the first level of our cube, then sequentially filliog in the remaining 
levels using certain Latin squares of order 4. Of the totality of ctJbes formed in 
this manner, we count the number of cubes which are reduced Latin cubes. After 
performing the original calculations by hand, an IBM370/168 computer was 
programmed to verify the values o that we may state 
Theorem 2. 
a(4, 1)=22, a(4,2)= 14, 
c4 = 22(1)+ 14(3) = 64, 
G=4!  3! 3! 64. 
4.  The case n = 5 
If n=5,  then ms=2, [K(5 ,1 ) f=6,  and ]K(5,2)1=50. As representatives of 
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each isotopyc lassweusedthesquares  
1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
2 3 4 5 1  2 1 4 5 3  
L I= 3 4 5 1 2  and L2= 3 5 1 2 4  
4 5 1 2 3  4 3 5 1 2  
5 1 2 3 4  5 4 2 3 1  
The above mentioeed pr~,gram was then ext:ended to tabulate reduced Latin 
cttbes of order 5. We obtain 
Theorem 3~ 
a(5, ~)= 941, a(5, 2) = 692, 
c~ = 941 (6) + 692(50) = 40246, 
C5 = 5! 4! 4! (40246). 
5. Classificatio~ 
Two Latin cubes or order n are isotopic if there exists a set of permutations 
0., i = 1,4 of the numbers 1, 2 . . . . .  n such that one cube can be transformed into 
the other by rearranging the rows of each level using 0.~, by rearranging the 
columns of each level using 0.2, by rearranging the levels using ~3, and fit:aily by 
renaming th,e elements (i.e. the numbers 1, 2 . . . . .  n) of the cube using 04. If all 
fouv permutations are equal, ~hen the cubes are said to be isomorphic. Clearly 
these are equivalence relations on the set g2, of Latin cubes of order n so that f2n 
decomposes into disjoint isotopy classes and each iso~!opy class decomposes into 
disjoint isomorphism classes. Let An and A', denote the number of distinct 
isomorphism and isotopy classes of reduced cubes of order n respectively. For 
each reduced cube of order f, there are n! (n -  1)! (~l- 1)! -  1 no.l-reduced eub,~s 
isotopic to it. 
As in [1] two Latin squares of order n are isomorphic if one can be transformed 
into the other by the same rearrangement of rows, columns, ar, d elements. If S~ 
and S~ are reduced isomorphic squares of order n then ~t is not difficult to show 
that the isomorphism must leave 1 fixed so that the reduced cubes generated by 
S~ pair off isomorphically and hence isotopically, with those generated by $2. 
For n=4,  it has been shown (see [1, p. 137]) that the isomul'phism and 
isotopism classes of reduced squares are identical. Therefore to count the distinct 
isomorphism classes, it is sufficient o classify one collection of 14 cubes and ihe 
set of 22 cubes ant ~ then to cross-check the results for distinct isomorphism 
classes, The same procedure is followed in order to cour~t he distinct isotopy 
classes. 
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For n = 5, it has been r, hown that one isotopy class of squares (it, particular, the 
one containing squares which generate 692 reduced c~bes) contains 5 distract 
isomorphism classes while the other  isotopy class c,~ntains only one isomorphism 
class. Therefore to count the distinct isomorphism classes, it is sufficient o clas,~ify 
the 5 collections of 692 cubes and the one collection of 941 and then to 
cross-check the r,:sults for distinct isomorphism classes. 
With the use of an IBM370/168 computer we are able to construct qable 1. 
Table 1 
Order of No. of distinct No. of distinct No. of 
Latin cul'e isomorphism isotopy reduced 
classes classes cubes 
l I 1 1 
2 1 1 t 
3 1 l l 
4 19 12 64 
5 !860 40246 
Remarl,  s.. (1) The number  of distinct isotopy classes of reduced Latin cube:~ of 
order" 5 remains unknown. 
(2) In the above cases it was found that for two reduced cubes to be isomorphic 
their first levels must be isotopic. Whether  or not this can be extended to cubes of 
higher order is unanswered. 
(3] For the case of order 4, of the 19 isomorphism classes, I contains 1, 15 
cont~tin 3, and 3 onta in  6 cubes each while of the 12 isotopy classes, 1 comains 1, 
7 contain 3, 3 contain 6, and 1 contains 24 cubes. 
(41) For the case of order 5; of the 1861) isomorphism classes, 7 contain 2, 12 
contain 6, 229 contain 8, 10 contain 12, 30 contain 16, and 1572 contain 24 cubes 
each. 
We now consider several other forms of classification where the isomorphisms 
and isotopies are defined between the corresponding levels ef the cubes. 
We cay that two Latin cubes are leve!wise isomorphic (isotopic) if the corres- 
ponding levels are isomorphic (isotopic) as squares. Moreover,  they are strongly 
ievelwise isomorphic (isotopic) if the corresponding levels are isomorphic (isotopic) 
as squares under the same isomorphism (isotopy). 
Clearly strongly levelwise isomorphic (isotopic) implies levetwise isomorphic 
(isotopic), but not conversely. Isomorphic (isotopic) does not imply !cvelwise 
isomorphic (isotopic) and further, strongly levelwise isotopic does no~ imply 
isot~pic. If 
1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 3 4 1 2 4 1 2 3 
2 3 4 1 3 4 1 2 4 l 2 3 1 2 3 4 
3 4 1 2 4 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 
4 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 3 4 1 2 
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and 
1 2 3 4  2 1 4 3  3 4 2 1  4 3 1 2  
~=21 4 3 _ 1 2 3 4 4 3 1 2 3 4 2 1 
J 4 2 1 4 3 1 2 2 14  3 1 2 3 4 
4 3 1 2  3 4 2 1  1 2 3 4  2 1 4 3  
thenC~is leve lw ise isomorpt f i c toQbutnots t rong ly leve lw ise isomorph ic .  If 
1 2 3 4  2 3 4 1  3 4 1 2  4 1 2 3  
2 3 4 1  1 2 3 4  4 1 2 3  3 4 1 2  
D1=3 4 1 2 4 12  3 2 3 4 1 1 2 3 4 
4 1 2 3  3 4 1 2  1 2 3 4  2 3 4 1  
arid 
1 2 3 4  2 3 4 1  3 4 1 2  4 1 2 3  
2 3 4 1  4 1 2 3  t 2 3 4  3 4 1 2  
D2=3 4 12  1 2 3 4 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 
4 1 2 3  3 4 1 2  2 3 4 1  1 2 3 4  
thenD~is i somorph ic toD2butnot leve lw ise isomorph ic .  Finallyif  
1 2 3 4  2 ! 4 3  3 4 1 2  4 3 2 1  
21  4 3 ~ 2 3 4 4 3 2 1 3 4 1 2 
E I = 
3 4 2 1  4 3 1 2  1 2 3 4  2 1 4 3  
4 3 1 2  3 4 2 1  2 1 4 3  1 2 3 4  
and 
1 2 3 4  2 1 4 3  3 4 1 2  4 3 2 1  
2 1 4 3  1 2 3 4  4 3 2 1  3 4 1 2  
E2 = 
3 4 2 1  4 3 1 2  2 1 4 3  1 2 3 4  
4 3 1 2  3 4 2 1  1 2 3 4  2 1 4 3  
then ~ i~st rong ly leve lw ise isotop ic toE2butnot i so top ic .  
Theorem 4. If C~ and C 2 are :educed Latin cubes of order n whicti are st~'ongly 
levelwise isomolt~hic, then C~ = C2. 
With the use of an 1BM370/168 computer and Theorem 4 we are able to 
construct Table 2 for the 64 reduced Latin cubes of order 4. 
Remark. Of the 62 classes, 61 contain 1 and 1 contains 3 cubes; of the 37 classes, 
22 contain I, 9 contain 2, and 6 contain 4 cubes; and of the 8 classes, 6 contain 4, 
1 contains 10, and l contains 30 cubes. 
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Table 2 
No. of strongly No. of No. of strongly No. of 
levelwise levelwise levelwise levelwise 
isomorphism isomorphism isotopy isotopy 
classes classes classes classes 
64 62 37 8 
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